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17.    After having been coated and tested, every pipe and special casting  shall   be carefully  weighed under the supervision of the chief engineer, and the weight and class thereof, as well as the inspector's initials, shall be marked thereon in plain,   legible letters  and figures,   in white paint,   inside and outside.
18.    An inspector appointed by   the  board   of  trustees, "commissioners   of   waterworks/'   shall,   under   instructions and direction of the chief engineer, inspect and supervise the work   and  material,  and see that all   the stipulations  of the specifications are faithfully carried out.    He shall  have unrestricted access to all parts of the works.    All tests and weighing shall be   made  under   his  personal  supervision, and   the contractor  shall   furnish him   with all facilities, and with all tools, specimens, appliances, and labor necessary for this work without charge.
19.    A final inspection may be made after the pipes or special castings have been delivered, and any pipe or casting found defective at any time after acceptance by the inspector, and at the time of unloading on the waterworks grounds, shall be rejected, and the contractor shall replace them with good pipes" and .special castings acceptable to the chief engineer, free of cost to the board of trustees, "eoniminsioners of waterworks.19
20.     All scales used for weighing and all gauges used in testing shall, whenever required by the inspector, be tested by proper   authorities   with  standard United  States   weights and gauges.
21.     All pipes and castings shall be delivered  on  board cars on the side track to be built on the waterworks grounds near   California,  Ohio,   and   connecting with   the  Cincinnati, (Georgetown & Portsmouth Railroad.
22.     All pipes  and special  eastings shall  be delivered  in all  respects .sound   and   comfonnahly   with  the   specifications. In handling or transporting the pipes or special castings, care must be taken  not  to  injure*   the  coating in  any  manner,  nor .shall any pipes or other material be placed  inside of any pipes or special castings after they have been coated.
23.     The* prices paid  for   the pipes  and   special  castings shall include all the  materials, patterns, labor, freight charges, the   cost  of   testing,   facing,   drilling,   coating,   weighing and marking,   and   other   expenses  necessary or  incidental   to the manufacture and delivery of said  pipes and  castings on  board cars on the waterworks grounds near California, Ohio, excepting   the salary of the   inspectors   appointed   by   the   trustees. The ton shall be the net ton of 2,000 pounds.
24.     The    prices   paid    for   straight    pipe    shall   include

